The Kersten K 1500 is a professional medium weight hydraulic two wheel power unit. The K 1500 further advances the quest for high operator comfort with low noise and vibration levels. This is the perfect site maintenance machine for schools, colleges, small contractors, housing associations, hire shop, estates etc. The K1500 boasts Low Vibration 3.2m/s² and Low Noise <82dB (Operators Ear).

A 6.5hp Honda engine and Kersten’s own hydraulic transmission system keeps maintenance to a minimum and reliability to a maximum. The structure is powder coated for maximum durability. The drive is hydraulic for maximum control and minimum maintenance.

The versatile self-propelled machine features the Kersten Quick-Attach35 system that allows the various implements to be changed in seconds without the use of tools. Attachments for the K 1500 include the Kersten WeedBrush, 90cm sweeper with collector and gulley brush, snow plough blade, salt/grit spreader, reciprocating knife mower and a trailing sulky seat. www.kersten-machines.com

Or call us on: 0118 986 9253
Kersten K-Line 1500

Kersten offers a range of robust attachments for the clearance and collection of debris from a variety of surfaces including roads, yards, tennis courts, factories, synthetics sports surfaces and even grass. Efficient collection may be made using the easy to empty collector box and the side gully brush looks after the edges. The front brush guard prevents material from being thrown from the brush when the collector is not being used. A sprinkler system can be fitted for use in dusty conditions. Snow can be cleared using the brush or a snow blade and slippery surfaces dealt with using the salt, sand and grit spreader.

Options
Sweepers 75cm and 90cm, Front Brush Guard, Collector Box, Side Gulley Brush, Snow Blade, WeedBrush, Reciprocating Mower, Grit, Sand, Seed Spreader, Trailng Sulky Seat

K1500B G
Two Wheel Hydraulic Power Unit
6.5hp Honda petrol engine, hydraulic transmission, forward/reverse direction with differential and variable speed 0-4km/h, large drive wheels (4.00 x 8 turf pattern). Adjustable handlebar, hydraulic implement drive with quick release hydraulic couplings and quick-attach system. Operator Presence Control. Bio-degradable oil. PTO 6.5lpm 175bar

£4200.00

EFKM 09032 H-K 35
90cm Front Sweeping Machine

£1200.00

090 010 032
Replacement five row poly Combi-brush for 90cm sweeping machine, 32cm diameter

£320.00

GUSPL 090
90cm Front Brush Guard
For use when collector is not fitted to prevent flying debris.

£170.00

SSB 090 K
90cm Collector Box including adjustable brackets

£480.00

SSB 900 B-KR
Separation Collector for filtering sand or rubber filled artificial surfaces

£695.00

ASH 4032
40cm Side Gulley Brush — Hydraulic Drive to suit EFKM 09032 H-K 35

£950.00

KSCHN 100 ST-K 35
Snow Plough 100cm working width Urethane edge

£670.00

DOME 090 H-K 35
90cm Mower—Double reciprocating knife mower with hydraulic drive

£1395.00

WKB-H-K 35
Weedbrush Attachment
40cm diameter rotor with hydraulic drive and Kersten quick-attach system. 8 Replaceable steel brushes for cleaning block paving and path edging.

£1850.00

SLDST 70 K35
Rotary Gritter/Spreader
Suitable for Sand, salt, and grit. 70 Litre Hydraulic drive with adjustable spreading width. 0.5-4m. Quick attachment system

£2100.00

RSL-SLDST 70
Damp material agitator for spreader

£155.00

ADP-SLDST
Hopper cover for spreader

£120.00

KRB 250 KU 35
Folding brush for artificial sports surfaces. 2.5m total width.

£2050.00

SULK-SWH
Sulky trailing seat including tow hitch

£950.00

All Prices are subject to VAT.
Kersten (UK) Ltd reserve the right to change prices and specification at any time.
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